National Peace Corps Association (NPCA) is a mission-driven social impact organization that serves the entire Peace Corps community, encouraging and celebrating their lifelong commitment to Peace Corps ideals. NPCA exists to fulfill three goals:

**Help Peace Corps be the best it can be**
NPCA advocates for and contributes to the continued improvement and expansion of the Peace Corps.

**INCREASE PEACE CORPS FUNDING**
By seeking program-sufficient and sustainable levels in Peace Corps federal appropriations through citizen advocacy.

**STRENGTHEN POLICY, PROGRAMS, AND ENTITLEMENTS RELATED TO PEACE CORPS**
By advocating for legislation and policies that help improve current and returned Volunteers’ experiences and ensure equity with other branches of national service.

**HEIGHTEN PEACE CORPS VISIBILITY AND RELEVANCY**
By promoting the Peace Corps brand, values, and achievements within our community and to the general public.

**Empower members and affiliate groups to thrive**
NPCA connects, engages, and builds the capacity of members and groups to live by their Peace Corps ideals.

**INCREASE ENGAGEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL COMMUNITY MEMBERS**
By supporting community members’ common affinity, Third Goal efforts, and lifelong commitment to Peace Corps ideals.

**INCREASE ACCESS TO CAPACITY-BUILDING RESOURCES AND OPPORTUNITIES**
By helping returned Volunteers overcome challenges and take the next step toward healthy lives and successful careers.

**INCREASE CAPACITY OF NPCA AFFILIATE GROUPS**
By investing in affiliate groups as drivers of the Peace Corps community's collective grassroots action by providing core support and services.

**Amplify the community’s global social impact**
NPCA builds the capabilities, capital, and community that members need to increase their global social impact.

**INCREASE ENGAGEMENT IN SOCIAL IMPACT INITIATIVES**
By serving as a hub for resource exchange and member engagement in social impact work important to the Peace Corps community.

**INCREASE FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY SOCIAL IMPACT INITIATIVES**
By building partnerships that further the common interests and causes important to the Peace Corps community.

**INCREASE PEACE CORPS COMMUNITY CAPACITY FOR SOCIAL IMPACT INITIATIVES**
By providing access to resources and opportunities that enhance members’ and groups’ ability to launch, manage, and assess volunteer and social impact initiatives.